
Add the word extreme to these sentences.

 
They faced the                    cold.

“That is an                 view,” challenged Rai.

In                    cases, people are hurt.

Snowboarding is an                    sport.

Trace the word extreme. 
 

Use a dictionary to define the 
word extreme. 

 
 
 

Which word classes does the word 
extreme belong to?

Write the syllables of the word 
extreme inside the hands.

Finish off the word extreme.

 
Now write the full word.
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extreme

extr____ ____eme

_______me ex_______ 

__ __ __ __ __ __ __ 

Which of these words means the same as extreme?

reserve     preserve     surge     severe

Write your own sentence containing the word extreme.

 
 

Edit and improve these words so that they correctly spell the word extreme.

ecstreme          extreame        extreem

noun verb adjective

adverb conjunction pronoun

preposition determiner

extreme
extreme



Trace the word famous. 
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Add the word famous to these sentences.

I met a                    movie star

“Are you                   ?” asked Sanjay.

The country is                    for its beauty.

Those will be my                    last words.

Use a dictionary to define the 
word famous. 

 
 
 

Which word class does the word 
famous belong to?

Write the syllables of the word 
famous inside the hands.

Finish off the word famous.

 
Now write the full word.

famous

famous

fam____ ____ous

_______us f_______ 

__ __ __ __ __ __ 

Which of these words means the same as famous?

popular    peculiar    presumptive     private

Write your own sentence containing the word famous.

 
 

Edit and improve these words so that they correctly spell the word famous.

fameous           faimous           fameus

famous

noun verb adjective

adverb conjunction pronoun

preposition determiner
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Add the word favourite to these sentences.

I am at my                    restaurant.

“It’s my                   !” declared Alison.

My                    song was released in 2006.

He is their                    nephew.

Trace the word favourite. 
 

Use a dictionary to define the 
word favourite. 

 
 
 

Which word classes does the 
word favourite belong to?

Write the syllables of the word 
favourite inside the hands.

Finish off the word favourite.

 
Now write the full word.

favourite

favou____ ____rite

_______te fa_______ 

__ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __

Which of these words means the same as favourite?

referred     preferred     protected     furious

Write your own sentence containing the word favourite.

 
 

Edit and improve these words so that they correctly spell the word favourite.

favorite        faveourite        favouret

noun verb adjective

adverb conjunction pronoun

preposition determiner

favourite
favourite
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Add the word February to these sentences.

 
My birthday is in                   .

“It’s the sixth of                    today.” 

Valentine’s Day is in                   .

                  is the second month of the year.

Trace the word February. 
 

Use a dictionary to define the 
word February. 

 
 
 

Which word class does the word 
February belong to?

Write the syllables of the word 
February inside the hands.

Finish off the word February.

 
Now write the full word.

February
February
February

Febr____ ____uary

_______ry Fe_______ 

__ __ __ __ __ __ __ __

Write another word that you can make out of the 
letters in the word February?

                                                          

Write your own sentence containing the word February.

 
 

Edit and improve these words so that they correctly spell the word February.

Febuary         februery        Febyury

noun verb adjective

adverb conjunction pronoun

preposition determiner
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Add the word forward to these sentences.

 
The traffic moved slowly                   .

“You’re being very                   ,” stated Kai. 

The police asked witnesses to come              .

Let’s do some                    planning.

Trace the word forward. 
 

Use a dictionary to define the 
word forward. 

 
 
 

Which word classes does the 
word forward belong to?

Write the syllables of the word 
forward inside the hands.

Finish off the word forward.

 
Now write the full word.

forward
forward
forward

for____ ____ard

_______rd Fo_______ 

__ __ __ __ __ __ __

Which of these words means the same as forward?   

   onward    outward    warden    upward

Write your own sentence containing the word forward.

 
 

Edit and improve these words so that they correctly spell the word forward.

fourward         forrword        forwerd

noun verb adjective

adverb conjunction pronoun

preposition determiner


